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Hannan and colleagues¹ provide unique insight into how the guidelines are being followed in the real world. The authors compared outcomes of isolated mitral repair versus replacement with chronic severe primary mitral valve regurgitation with preserved ventricular function and no heart failure symptoms from the New York State cardiac surgery registry. The authors conclude that in 854 matched patients, those who underwent mitral repair experienced lower mortality and no different reoperation or readmission rates than patients who underwent replacement, surgeons with a higher volume of operations were more likely than their lower-volume counterparts to choose mitral repair, and repair should be considered as the surgical option for these patients whenever possible.

The findings of different outcome from mitral repair versus replacement and the association of surgeon volume with likelihood of mitral repair are not new. The worse survival with mitral replacement versus repair seen here could result from selection bias, lack of chordal preservation during mitral replacement, or increased mortality from bleeding, thromboembolism, and pacemaker requirement with mitral replacement.

The new aspect of this study is that these findings are demonstrated in patients with chronic severe primary (degenerative) mitral valve regurgitation with preserved ventricular function and no heart failure symptoms. These are the patients who by American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association guidelines should only be undergoing surgery if their chances of receiving repair are at least 95%. In fact, in this data set, only 79.9% received mitral repair. Even surgeons with a higher volume operating on more than 46 potentially repairable mitral valves per year had an 87% repair rate, well below the 95% recommendation.

Several factors could explain lower repair rates than expected. Asymptomatic patients with degenerative mitral valve regurgitation and surgeons may experience pressure to operate on less-repairable valves. Patients in this study may have had other indications to undergo operation, such as atrial fibrillation, end-systolic diameter greater than 4.0 cm, pulmonary hypertension, or ejection fraction less than 60% without cardiomyopathy. Patients and surgeons might be concerned about data suggesting that late survival is less with wait and watch than with early surgery.² Finally, current technology (echocardiography) may not be sufficient to accurately predict mitral repairability. Lack of repairability often results from mitral fibrosis/calcification that can be difficult to appreciate on echocardiography. Moreover, current mitral valve assessment lacks a repairability scoring system like that used to judge suitability for balloon mitral valvuloplasty.³ Such a repairability scoring system could allow us to follow less-repairable valves longer than those likely repairable. Whether replacement valves should be followed longer than repairable valves is yet to be determined.

These retrospective registry data are by nature potentially flawed. Yet, the size of the data set and the very believable findings do have value in documenting differences between guidelines and life in the real world.
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